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This invention relates to a method of and apparatus ‘for 
sensing the orientation of mesh material; for example, 
textile fabric or mesh of wire or synthetic resin during 
conveyance through ‘a machine. Such mesh material com 
prises a series of moreor less opaque elements de?ning 
spaces between them. The elements may for example be 
yarns or threads formed from textile ?bres or they may 
be wires or ?laments of metal or synthetic resin. 
According to the present invention there is provided 

apparatus for sensing the orientation of mesh‘ material, 
comprising a light sourcev for directing a beam of light 
through said material, means for forming an image of 
the source in light diffracted by said material, and means 
for examining said image whereby the orientation of the 
material may be sensed. I 

Further according to the present invention there is pro 
vided apparatus for sensing and controlling the orienta 
tion of a moving web of regular mesh material in accord 
ance with its deviation ‘from a predetermined orientation, 
comprising a light source for directing a beam of light 
through said material, means for forming a diffraction 
image by said mesh material, the orientation of said dif 
fraction image being dependent on the orientation of the 
mesh material, means for examining said image and pro 
ducing an electrical signal in accordance with its orienta 
tion, and guide means adapted to act to return the web 
to its predetermined orientation, said guide means being 
controlled by said electrical signal. ‘ 
The invention is primarily applicable to regular mesh 

material, in which the elements de?ne mesh spaces in a 
regularpattem disposed in’ parallel rows, not necessarily 
in a rectangular arrangement. Infrequent irregularities 
such as knots or small holes are unimportant and do not 
substantially effect the sensing of the image. However, 
the invention may also be of use where the mesh'space 
pattern is not exactly regular but of a repetitive nature. 

Theoretically the mesh may be very co-ar's'e provided 
that the element thickness is not small, nor very large, in 
relation to the size of the spaces, but in practice, owing to 
limitations of light intensity and pinhole size, in general, 
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materials having less than ten elements per inch are too . 
coarse to form a satisfactory di?’raction image. On the 
other hand successful tests with materials having one 
hundred elements per inch have been made, 

Further,‘ according to the present invention there is pro 
vided a method of sensing the orientation of regular mesh ' 
material having successive rows of greater or lesser trans 
lucency, comprising passing a beam of light through the 
material to form a diffraction pattern, forming a further 60 
enlarged image thereof, and examining the image to es 
tablish the orientation of the material. . 
An embodiment of the invention will now be described 

by way of example with reference to the accompanying 
drawings, in which: ‘ 1 

FIG. 1 shows the formation of diffraction image pat 
tern; 

FIG. 2 is a perspective view showing a further-diffrac 
tion image; ' 

FIG. 3 is a perspective view showing a diiferent diffrac 
tion image; 
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2 
FIG. 4 is a perspective view showing another di?frac 

'tion image; 
FIG. 5 shows schematically part of an application of 

the invention; 
FIG. 6 shows part of a typical diffraction image; 
FIG. 7 shows a circuit used in the invention; 
FIG. 8 shows a modi?ed circuit; I 
FIG; 9 shows schematically part of the apparatus used 

in conjunction with the modi?ed circuit; and 
FIG. v10 shows a stenter in combination with orientation 

sensing apparatus. 
FIG. 1 shows an enlarged section of ?nely meshed ma 

terial 11. A beam of light is projected through the ?nely 
meshed material and as a result of the regular pattern of 
apertures formed between the weft threads 12 and the 
warp a Fraunhofer diffraction image is produced. As 
this image is formed at in?nity a lens 13 is introduced to 
focus the image in its focal plane, the image being con 
centrated at speci?c points 10, I2 . . . In hereinafter re 
ferred to as the maxima. I0 is formed on the axis of the 
lens 13 and is the Zero order maximum. I1 is the ?rst 
order maximum‘ and is formed at a distance from IO de 
pendent on the spacing of the apertures in the material 
and the focal length of the lens 13. I2 is the second order 
maximum, being of much less brightness than 11 and 
formed at a distance still further away from In. For the 
purposes of this application I2 and higher order maxima 
may be neglected. 
FIG. 2 shows the diffraction image 19 obtained when 

a beam of light from a source is passed through a series 
of horizontal slits l5’, and focussed by a lens 16; the image 
19 takes the form of a series of point maxima extending 
in a direction normal to the direction of the slits. 
FIG. 3, shows the image 2d resulting when a beam of 

light from a source 14 is passed through a series of ver 
tical slits 17 and focussed by a lens to. The image 24) 
again takes the form of a series of point inaxima and 
extends in a direction normal to the direction of the slits. 
FIG. 4 shows the effect when the slits of FIG, 2 and 

FIG. 3 are combined to form a mesh as is found‘ in 
woven material. A beam of light passing through the 
mesh 18 becomes diffracted, the dilfraction image being 
focus‘sed by the lens 16 and taking the form of a central 
point corresponding to the zero order maximum su'r 

' rounded by higher ‘order maXima arranged in a square, 
rectangular, or rhornbic ?gure. The lines that couldbe 
drawn joining these point maxima are perpendicular to 
the lines de?ning the apertures in the material. 
As a result of this, if the mesh 18 is angularly displaced 

or re-orientated the points in the diffraction image will 
be ‘displaced angularly through the saine angle. Exam 
ination of the image 21 can therefore determine the 
orientation of the mesh 18. ' . 

The invention may be applied for example‘to the con 
trol of a woven fabric web passing through a stenter where 
it is important to prevent misalignment or skew of the 
fabric prior to being pinned or otherwise secured to the 
stenter guide chains. In such ‘an applicationat least one 
beam of light is passed through the web normal to its 
plane and a diifraction image is formed of the mesh pat 
tern of the fabric. In‘ the present embodiment an electronic 
‘apparatus then detects ‘and indicates any misalignment 
of the image and may translate same into an amplii ed 
signal which is used to control the operation of guiding 
means positioning the web on the stenter chains so as to 
correct the misalignment. An‘ apparatus such as this will 
.be described with reference to FIGS. 5 to 10. 
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‘FIG. 5 shows light from an arc lamp 22 being col- 
looted by a condenser 23’ onto a pinhole 24 at the focus. 
of an ‘object lens 25. A parallel beam of light emerges 
from the object lens 25 and passes through the material 
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26 which is tested for misalignment. A further object 
lens 27 collects transmitted and refracted light to form 
an image 28 consisting of a number of diffraction images 
of the pinhole arranged in a regular lattice the form of 
which, is related to the structure of the material being 
examined. If multichromatic light is used, all points 
of the lattice other than the central one are spectra of 
the source. The primary image 28 is projected by the 
relay or lens combination 29, which produces a con 
siderably enlarged image in the vicinity of the re?ecting 
prisms 30a and 30b. These prisms select spectra on 
either side of the central (“zero order”) maximum along 
one of the principal directions of the lattice. 

It is convenient to use a parallel beam of light in the 
formation of the diffraction image, as with this the distance 
of the source has no effect on the axial position of the 
image 28. However it is not essential that the beam of 
light be parallel; for example, a source of small angular 
size would be suitable. 

FIG. 6 shows‘ a representation of such a lattice with 
the two selected spectra surrounded by dotted squares. 
The prisms 30a and 30b re?ect these selected spectra on 
to scanning discs 31 driven from a comon spindle rotated 

10 

by a motor 35. If the material tilts, the diffraction , 
image 28 rotates about its centre by the same angle, and 
a slot cut in each scanning disc 31 will encounter the 

. image earlier or later depending on the direction of ro 
tation of the material. Immediately behind the scan 
ners lie ?eld lenses 32 which collect all incident light 
into a highly reduced image of the objective lens 27 on 
each of the two photocells 33 and 34. 
With the scanning disc arrangement described above, 

if the cloth is at an angle to the axis of the photocells 
33 and 34, a pulse of light will fall on one photocell 
followed some time later by pulse on the second photocell. 
The time interval between these pulses is a function of 
the orientation of the cloth, and each light pulse will 
puroduce a corresponding electrical pulse in the photocell 
output. The outputs from the two photocells are fed 
through pre-ampli?ers 36 and then into two bistable 
transistor circuits A and B, as shown in FIG. 7. Such 

vbistable transistor circuits may be of the types disclosed 
at pages 324-336 of Transistor Circuit Engineering, 
edited by Richard F. Shea, and published by John Wiley 
& Sons, Inc., 1957. The outputs from the bistable cir 
cuits are integrated by circuits 37 to provide voltages 
proportional to the time that the respective bistable 
circuit was on and fed into a voltmeter 38 calibrated 
to indicate misalignment of the web. 

‘A bistable circuit is one in which a constant output 
voltage can be produced when an input pulse is applied 
‘to one part of the circuit, and the output voltage can be 
reduced to zero when a second pulse is applied to another 
part of the circuit. Thus a voltage is produced at the 
output from bistable circuit A when photocell 33 receives 
a pulse of light. This voltage continues until a pulse 
of light is received on photocell 34. The second bistable 
circuit B is operated by photocell 34 and cut off by 
photocell 33, that is, it produces a voltage output when 
the angle of misalignment of the web is opposite to that 
which energised the first circuit. 

In the ?rst case, when photocell 34 switches off the 
bistable circuit A, it will switch on the bistable circuit 
B. To prevent this, a switch must be provided for both 
bistable circuits as shown in FIG. 8, which opens when 
the slit in the respective scanning disc passes the axis of 
the photocells 33 and 34. 

This switch 39 can take the form of a transistor “gate” 
as used in computer technique, an example of which may 
be found at page 320 of Transistor Circuit Engineering, 
heretofore identi?ed. FIG. 9 shows the optical arrange~ 
ment with the addition of a light source 40, focussing 
lenses 43, a phototransistor 41 and a disc 42 mounted 
on the same spindle as the scanning discs 31. The 
disc 42 allows light to fall on the switching phototransistor 
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4 
41 when the slit on the scanning disc passes the axis of 
the photocells 33 and 34; the slit on the disc 41 extends 
over a 90° sector and thus the photo-transistor 41 would 
be illuminated for about 90° of its rotation. 
As indicated in FIG. 10, the output from the integrat 

ing circuits can be used to control a motor 50‘ or other 
device for example a brake mechanism, acting to advance 
or retard the carriage of a differential gear 51 to speed 
up or slow down one of the usual stenter chains 52. The 
stenter chains are driven through the differential 55 by the 
input shaft 53. The light beam for forming the diffrac 
tion image may be positioned as indicated in dotted lines 
at 54. The orientation of the web may be adjusted by 
means of the arrangements described in the preceding 
description. 
The invention may be utilised for example in aligning 

woven material in preparation for printing. 
I claim: 
1. Apparatus for sensing the orientation of mesh ma 

terial having openings capable of producing a diffraction 
pattern from light passing therethrough, comprising a 
light source means for directing a beam of light through 
the material to form a diffraction pattern therefrom, 
means for forming a diffractive image from the diffraction 
pattern formed by the material having a plurality of 
substantially point maxima whose angular positions rela 
tive to the center of the diftractive image varies as a 
function of the orientation of the mesh material, and 
means for sensing angular changes in position of at least 
a pair of said point maxima in said diffractive image rela 
tive to preselected reference positions therefor to produce 
an indication of the orientation of the material. 

,2. Apparatus as claimed in claim 1, in which said 
means for sensing comprises photo-sensitive means 
adapted to emit an electric signal which is a function of 
the orientation of the diffractive image. 

3. Apparatus as claimed in claim 2, including scanning 
means permitting the photo-sensitive means to View the 
dilfractive image only at intervals. 

4. Apparatus for sensing the orientation of mesh ma 
terial, comprising a light source for directing a beam 
of light through the material, means for forming a 
diffractive image by the‘ material which comprises a 
central zero order maximum surrounded by at least a 
series of ?rst order maxima at an- equal distance from the 
zero order maximum, means for examining a diffractive 
image whereby the orientation of the material may be 
sensed including photosensitive means adapted to emit 
an electric signal which is a function of the orientation of 
the dilfractive image, and scanning means permitting the 
photosensitive means to view the diffractive image only 
at intervals, the photo-sensitive means comprising two 
photo-electric cells, and said scanning means including 
two rotatable slotted discs adapted to permit each photo— 
electric cell to examine part of the image at intervals, 
whereby, dependent on the ‘orientation of the image, said 
plailoto-electric cells emit electrical signals at varying inter 
v s. 

5. Apparatus as claimed in claim 4, in which a bistable 
circuit is coupled to each photo-electric cell and each 
bistable circuit is adapted to be initially triggered to 
provide an output voltage by a pulse from the photo 
electric cell coupled thereto, a second pulse from the 
other photo-electric cell reducing the output from the 
bistable circuit to zero. 

6. Apparatus as claimed in claim 5,tin which there is 
provided an integrating circuit coupled to each bistable 
circuit which produces an output voltage proportional 
to the length of time between the ?rst pulse and the 
second pulse. 

7. Apparatus for sensing the angular orientation of 
mesh material having openings therein capable of produc 
ing a diffraction pattern from light passing therethrough, 
comprising light source means for directing a substan 
tially collimated beam of light through the material to 
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form a diffraction pattern therefrom, means forming an 
enlarged image of the dilfraction pattern producing a 
diifractive image having a plurality of substantially point 
maxima Whose angular positions relative to the center 
of the diffractive image varies as a function of the orienta 
tion of the mesh material, and sensing means responsive 
to angular changes in position of at least a pair of said 
point maxima in the enlarged di?'ractive image relative 
to preselected reference positions therefor to produce an 
output indication of the orientation of the mesh material. 

8. Apparatus for sensing the orientation of a web of 
mesh fabric during conveyance thereof along a processing 
feed path wherein the mesh fabric has suf?ciently small 
openings to form a diffraction pattern from light trans 
mitted therethrough, comprising a substantially point 
source of light, means for directing a beam of light from 
said source through the mesh fabric to form a diffraction 

‘ pattern therefrom, means vforming ‘an enlarged diifractive 
image of said diifraction pattern at a selected image plane 
having a central maximum and at least a selected pair of 
maxima, of corresponding order at angular positions about 
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said central maximum which vary in determinable rela 
tion to the orientation of said fabric, and means for sensing 
said selected pair of maxima responsive to the angular 
positions thereof relative to selected reference positions 
therefor for generating signals indicative of the orienta 
tion of the fabric. 
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